We consider the relation between knowledge and certainty, where a fact is known if it is true at all worlds an agent considers possible and is certain if it holds with probability 1. We identify certainty with belief, interpreted probabilistically. We show that if we assume one fixed probability assignment, then the logic KD45, which has been identified as perhaps the most appropriate for belief, provides a complete axiomatization for reasoning about certainty. Just as an agent may believe a fact although q~ is false, he may be certain that a fact q~ is true although q0 is false. However, it is easy to see that an agent can have such false (probabilistic) beliefs only at a set of worlds of probability 0. If we restrict attention to structures where all worlds have positive probability, then $5 provides a complete axiomatization. If we consider a more general setting, where there might be a different probability assignment at each world, then by placing appropriate conditions on the support of the probability function (the set of worlds which have non-zero probability), we can capture many other well-known modal logics, such as T and $4. Finally, we consider Miller's principle, a well-known principle relating higher-order probabilities to lower-order probabilities, and show that in a precise sense KD45 characterizes certainty in those structures satisfying Miller's principle.
Introduction
A great deal of interest has focussed recently on logics of knowledge and probability (see, for example, the volumes [10, 16, 17, 28] ). Researchers have used the possible-worlds approach to give semantics to knowledge by saying an agent knows a fact cp if r is true at all the worlds the agent considers possible. We can also give semantics to formulas involving probability in a possible-worlds framework by saying cp holds with probability a if the set of worlds where cp is true is a set of probability a.
It is well known that we can capture different notions of knowledge by varying the conditions on the accessibility relation which defines the set of worlds that an agent considers possible (see [15] for an overview). One particular set of requirements on the accessibility relation, namely that it be serial, Euclidean, and transitive (we define these terms below) results in the logic KD45 which has been considered the logic most appropriate for belief [2, 18, 19] .
We can also give a probabilistic interpretation to belief. The greater the probability of rp (according to an agent's subjective probability function), the stronger an agent's belief is in % In this paper, we identify certaintywhere an agent is said to be certain of ep if ep holds with probability 1 -with belief, under this probabilistic interpretation. We show that such an identification is well motivated: If we have one fixed probability assignment on the set of possible worlds (as is the case, for example, in [24] ), then certainty satisfies precisely the axioms of KD45. In KD45, an agent may hold false beliefs; i.e., he may believe a fact ep that is false. Similarly, an agent may be certain about a fact which is false al. However, we show that an agent can have such false beliefs only at worlds with probability 0; i.e., almost surely, his (probabilistic) beliefs are correct. If we restrict attention to structures where all possible worlds have non-zero probability, then $5 gives a complete axiomatization for certainty: an agent no longer can have false beliefs.
We can extend these results by considering more general probability structures, where the agent may have a different probability function at each state of the world. Just as different axioms for knowledge can be captured by placing appropriate conditions on the set of worlds an agent considers possible, so different axioms for certainty can be captured by placing appropriate conditions on the support of the probability function, that is, the set of worlds to which the probability function assigns non-zero measure. Indeed, we show that marly other well-known modal logics, such as T, D4, and $4, correspond in a natural way to conditions on the support. This is not the first paper to consider the relationship between knowledge, belief, and certainty; Gaifman [7] and Frisch and Haddawy [4] also consider these issues. Both of these papers focus on structures that satisfy Miller's principle [20, 27] (this principle is discussed in detail later). Gaifman [7] shows that the valid formulas of $5 are precisely those which hold with probability 1 in his logic (when restricted to structures satisfying Miller's principle), while Frisch and Haddawy [4] argue that the valid formulas of the modal logic D4 are precisely those that hold with probability 1 in their logic (which is also intended to capture Miller's principle). We show that in our framework, there is a precise sense in which KD45 characterizes certainty in those structures satisfying Miller's principle. We remark that Morgan has also considered the relationship between axioms for probability and axioms for more standard modal logics [22, 23] , but his focus is on conditional probabilities and the results have a much different flavor from ours.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the formal model for reasoning about probability (which is a slight variant of the model discussed in [3, 5] ). In section 3 we review the formal semantics for reasoning about knowledge, stating a number of results that are needed in the sequel. In section 4 we show that KD45, the logic of belief, is a complete axiomatization for reasoning about certainty (with respect to the probability structures introduced in section 2), and that if we restrict attention to structures where all worlds have non-zero probability, then $5 is a complete axiomatization. In section 5 we consider generalized probability structures, and show how different conditions on the support of the probability measure correspond to different axiomatizations. In particular, we show that many of the classical modal logics can be captured by placing the appropriate conditions on the probability structures. While these results are all quite straightforward, they do show an interesting and not altogether obvious connection between certainty and knowledge. In section 6 we briefly discuss some extension to our results. In section 7, we consider structures satisfying Miller's principle and relate our results to those of [7] and [4] . We conclude in section 8 with some further discussion.
Reasoning about probability
We are interested in making statements about certainty; that is, we would like a logic that allows formulas of the form "The probability of cp is 1". In order to accommodate such statements, we start with a more general logic, essentially that considered in [3, 5] . In this logic, statements of the form w(cp)>/1/2 and w(q~) < 2w(~b) are allowed, which can be interpreted as "the probability of cp is greater than or equal to 1/2" and "the probability of cp is less than twice the probability of ~p", respectively. More generally, linear combinations of expressions involving probability are allowed.
The formal syntax of the logic is quite straightforward. Well-formed formulas are formed by starting with primitive propositions, and closing off under Boolean connectives (conjunction and negation), as well as allowing weight formulas of the form alw(epl ) + ... +akw(~p~ ) >~ b, where al,... , ak, b are arbitrary integers and 9 1 .... , q9 k are arbitrary formulas. We call the resulting language ~P. A formula such as w(cp)>/1/2 is, strictly speaking, an abbreviation of the Aop formula 2w(qg) >/1, while w(cp) < 2w(q~) is an abbreviation for ~(w(~) >/2w(+)). We also use a number of other obvious abbreviations without further comment, such as w(cp) ~< b for -w(cp) >/ -b and w(ep) = b for (w(q0) >/b)/x (w(ep) ~< b).
Just as in [4] , we allow arbitrary nesting of probability formulas, so that w(w(ep) >~ 1/2) < 1/3 is a legal formula of Ar P 2). Such higher-order probability statements will be one of our main interests here. They are not as unmotivated as 2) Nesting was not considered in [5] to simplify the presentation, although there is no technical difficulty, involved in adding it there as well.
they might first appear. Suppose we take ep to be the statement "it will rain tomorrow", and we have just heard the weatherman say that is is likely to rain tomorrow. Thus, according to the weatherman, w(cp)>/1/2 holds. However, suppose we have found this weatherman to be quite unreliable in the past, so that his predictions turn out to be wrong far more often than they are right. Thus, we might place probability less than 1/3 on his statement, which leads us exactly to the formula w(w(ep) >1 1/2) < 1/3. (See [7, 27] for further discussion of higherorder probabilities.)
We use a possible-worlds approach to give semantics to the formulas in .~ae. (This is essentially the same approach as that taken by Nilsson [24] .) We take a probability structure N to be a tuple (S, ~r, pr), where S is a finite or countably infinite set of states or possible worlds, ~r associates with every state s ~ S a truth assignment 7r(s) on the primitive propositions (so that 7r(s)(p) is either true or false for every primitive proposition p and state s ~ S), and pr is a discrete probability function on S (so that pr(s)>~ 0 for each s ~ S and E~spr(s) = 1). We can think of pr as being the agent's subjective probability assignment to the worlds in S. As usual, for every subset A _c S, we define pr(A) = Es eApr(s) 9 We have restricted S here to be countable and pr to be a discrete probability function for ease of exposition. We discuss in section 6 how our results can be extended to more general settings.
We can now define the satisfaction relation ~, where (N, s) N ep is read "q~ is true (or satisfied) in state s of the probability structure N ", by induction on the structure of % The definitions for the propositional connectives are the standard ones. Intuitively, we would like a formula such as w(ep) >~ 1/2 to be true if the probability of the set of states where cp is true is at least 1/2. To make this precise, given a formula q~, In [5] , a complete axiomatization is provided for the sublanguage of ~9 ~ that allows only Boolean combinations of weight formulas with propositional arguments (i.e., if ep occurs in the context w(q~), then ep is a propositional formula), while in [3] , techniques are sketched for extending this axiomatization to the full logic (indeed, in [3] , a complete axiomatization is provided for a richer language with modal operators for knowledge). Here, our interest is in a different sublanguage of SaP, where the only probability statements are those that involve certainty, that is, those of the form w(ep)= 1 (with nesting allowed); we abbreviate such a formula as Cert(ep). Thus we have (U, s)~ Cert(q~) iff pr(S~)= 1.
Equivalently, we get:
We use Sac to denote the sublanguage where the only probability statements are those of the form Cert(q~). Thus, a typical formula of Sac is ~qA Cert(~Cert( p) A Cert( q)).
Reasoning about knowledge
The possible-worlds model can also be used to capture reasoning about knowledge. We briefly review the necessary ideas here; the interested reader is referred to [15] for more details.
The intuitive idea is that an agent knows cp if cp is true in all the worlds the agent considers possible. For now, we restrict our discussion to a situation involving only one agent; in section 6 we discuss how our results can be extended to a situation involving many agents.
In order to reason about knowledge, we use a modal logic with a modal operator K, where K9~ is read "the agent knows cp". The well-formed formulas are formed by starting with primitive propositions, and closing off under Boolean connectives and applications of K. Thus, if q0 and + are formulas, then so are 709, cp A +, and K% We call this language SaK.
In order to give semantics to such formulas, we use knowledge structures 3). A knowledge structure M is tuple (S, ~r, Jr"), where S is a set of states (not necessarily countable), ~r associates a truth assignment with every state in S, just as in the case of probability structures, and • is a binary relation on S. Intuitively, (s, t)EJl if, in state s, the agent considers t possible. For future reference, we define ~t~(s) = {t: (s, t) e~P}; thus, ~(s) is the set of states the agent considers possible in state s.
Again, we define truth for formulas in Sax by induction on structure. The only clause that differs from that for S ac is that for formulas of the form Kcp:
(m, s) ~ Kcp iff (m, t) ~ q~ for all t such that (s, t) ~OU.
3) Our usage of the term knowledge structure here differs from that of [6] . We use it here in contrast to probability structures.
This captures the intuition that the agent knows cp in state s if cp is true at all the worlds that the agent considers possible in state s.
We define validity and satisfiability with respect to a knowledge structure and a class of knowledge structures just as in the case of probability structures.
We We get various systems by combining some subset of K, T, 4, 5, and D with P, R1, and R2. Thus, we get the logic K by combining K with P, R1, and R2, KT by combining K and T with P, R1 and R2, and so on. Traditionally, KT4 has been called $4, and KT45 has been called $5; KD45 is sometimes called weak $5 [2] . Also, the K is often omitted, so that KT becomes T, KD becomes D, and so on. We try to use the most common notation throughout this paper, and hope the reader will bear with us.
Different authors have argued for the appropriateness of different logics to capture knowledge. For example, $5 has been used to capture a notion of knowledge appropriate for analyzing distributed systems [11, 14] and synchronous 4) The names K, T, 4, 5, and D are fairly standard, and are taken from [1] . The axiom D given in [1] is different from that given here, although the two versions are equivalent in the presence of P, K, R1, and R2.
digital machines [25] . Moore used $4 in [21] . On the other hand, since the knowledge represented in a knowledge base is typically not required to be true, T has been thought to be inappropriate for these applications; thus, KD45 is considered, for example, in [18] . KD45 is also considered to be an appropriate logic for characterizing the beliefs of an agent who might believe things that in fact turn out to be false [2, 19] .
We say that an axiom system A is sound with respect to a class of (knowledge or probability) structure ~ if all the axioms in A are valid with respect to ~ and the rules of inference preserve validity; A is complete with respect to a class ~ if all the valid formulas in ~ are provable using the axioms and rules of inference of A. It turns out that there is a close connection between conditions placed on Jg" and the axioms. In particular, T corresponds to ~ being reflexive, 4 to ~ being transitive, 5 to Jg" being Euclidean, and D to ~ being serial. To make this precise, we define an axiom system A to be normal if it consists of the axioms P, K, rules of inference R1, R2, and some subset (possibly empty) of the axioms T, 4, 5, and D. The class of structures corresponding to A is that class that results by restricting to the relations corresponding to the axioms as discussed above. For example, ,I/ett is the class corresponding to KD45 and ~,r is the class corresponding to T. We use Jh 'A to denote the class of structures corresponding to the normal axiom system A. We then get the following well-known result (whose proof can be found in [1, 13, 15] ):
If A is a normal axiom system, then A is sound and complete with respect to je, A (for the language ~K).
As a consequence of theorem 3.1, we get, for example, that KD45 is a sound and complete axiomatization with respect to j~elt and that T is a sound and complete axiomatization with respect to jC/r. Since a binary relation is reflexive, symmetric, transitive (i.e., an equivalence relation) iff and only if it is a reflexive, Euclidean, and transitive, we get that $5 is a sound and complete axiomatization with respect to -Pi 'rst.
We need two more results from modal logic. The proof of the first can be found in [1, 13, 15] . It says that although we have allowed the set of states in a knowledge structure to be infinite and even uncountable, we can without loss of generality (at least as far as satisfiability and validity are concerned) restrict attention to finite knowledge structures, i.e., those where the set of states is finite.
We say a formula q~ is consistent with an axiom system A if --,q0 cannot be proved from A. THEOREM 3.2 If A is a normal axiom system and q0 is consistent with A, then cp is satisfiable in a finite knowledge structure in jC/A. The second result relates $5 provability to KD45 provability. The result is undoubtedly known to experts, but since a proof does not seem to appear in the literature, we sketch one below. THEOREM 3.3 The formula eg is $5 provable iff Keg is KD45 provable.
Proof
Clearly if Keg is KD45 provable, then Keg is $5 provable (since D is implied by T and all the other KD45 axioms are axioms of $5), so by axiom T, eg is $5 provable. For the converse, it suffices to show that if --,Keg is consistent with KD45, then -leg is consistent with $5. If --, Keg is consistent with KD45, then by theorem 3.1, --,Keg is satisfiable in a knowledge structure in ~gel,, say M= (S, ~r, ~U). Thus for some s ~ S, we have (M, s)~-,Keg. If follows that for some t ~Jt"(s), we have (M, t) ~ ~eg. Let M' = (:U(t), ~r', ~U'), where ~r' is ~r restricted to ~(t) and Jt ~' is oct" restricted to ~t~(t). The fact that ~U is Euclidean allows us to prove a number of facts, the details of which we leave to the reader: (1) ~('(t) is nonempty (in particular, t~X(t)), (2) 
then u' E~U(t) (here we use the fact that since (t, t)~Jf and (t, u)~", we also have (u, t)~Y" by the Euclidean property, so if (u, u')~t ~, by the Euclidean property again, so is (t, u')). From (1) and (2) it follows that ~g' is an equivalence relation on ~f(t) :/: t~, and so M ~ ~rst. A straightforward induction on structure now shows that for all formulas ~ and all u ~Y'(s), we have (M, u) ~ + iff (M', u) ~ + (in order to deal with the case K~' we need to use observation (3) above). In particular, it follows that (M', t) ~ ~eg, giving us the desired result. [] Actually, the proof of theorem 3.3 shows a little more. Notice that the only property of the JY" that we used in the proof is that it is Euclidean. It thus follows (by the same proof) that eg is $5 provable iff Keg is K5 provable.
Relating Certainty and knowledge
We first show that if we consider ,At0, the class of all probability structures as defined in section 2, then certainty is characterized by the axioms of KD45. We first define some notation: if eg is a formula in A ~ let eg~: be the formula in &oK that results by replacing all occurrences of Cert by K. Similarly, if eg is a formula in ~K, let egc be the formula in ~q~c that results by replacing all occurrences of K by Cert. For each axiom system A discussed in section 3, let A c be the result of replacing all occurrences of K in the axioms and inference rules of A by Cert. Finally, note that S/,l~. e is empty, and so in particular cannot have measure 1. Thus (N, s) ~ --,Cert( false ), proving the validity of D.
We leave it to the reader to check that the rules of inference preserve validity, and that P is valid.
For completeness, it suffices to show that if cp is consistent with KD45 c, then cp is satisfiable. Suppose that q0 is consistent with KD45 c. Then ~K is consistent with KD45. By theorem 3.2, q)K is satisfiable in a finite knowledge structure M=(S, ~r, )U) ~elt. ; we discuss the precise relationship in section 7.
Note that KD45 allows the agent to have false beliefs; --,q0/x Kcp is consistent with KD45. By interpreting K as certainty (by translating a formula r to r we get some added insight into the probability of having false beliefs. Given a probability structure N = (S, Tr, pr), let FB consist of those states s ~ S where the agent has some false beliefs, i.e., those states s where for some formula cp we have (N, s) ~ -~q~ A Cert(cp). Then it is easy to see that FB is a set of measure 0. For every formula q0 in s there is a formula q0' which has no nesting of Cert such that ~ is equivalent to cp' in all probability structures; i.e., ~V'~ q0 = ep'.
A fortiori, the result also holds for .At1. This says that we do not gain any expressive power by allowing nesting of the Cert modality. Note that we do gain expressive power if we can nest statements that involve probabilities other than 1;
the formula w(w(p)>~ 1/2)< 1/3 is not equivalent to any formula without nested probability statements.
Generalized probability structures
There are situations for which the probability structures discussed in section 2 may not be general enough to capture what is going on. In particular, since there is only one probability function in the picture, we cannot capture situations where there is some uncertainty about the probability function.
For example, consider an agent tossing a coin, which he knows to be either a fair coin (so that the probability of both heads and tails in 1/2) or a biased coin (so that the probability of heads is, say, 1/3, while the probability of tails is 2/3). This suggests that we allow one possible world where the probability function assigns probability 1/2 to the event heads (i.e., to the set of possible worlds where the coin lands heads) and another possible world where the probability function assigns probability 1/3 to the event heads. We might even consider a situation where the agent does not know his own probability function (this is analogous to situations regarding the modeling of knowledge, where we want to allow an agent who does not know what he knows), and thus considers a number of worlds possible where he has different probability functions.
These scenarios lead us to a more general approach: associating a (possibly different) probability function with each possible world. We capture this intuition by means of generalized probability structures. A generalized probability structure N is a tuple (S, ~r, PR), where S is a finite or countably infinite set of states, ~r(s) is a truth assignment to the primitive propositions for each state s ~ S, and PR(s) is a probability function on S for each state s ~ S. Generalized probability structures can be viewed as a generalization of knowledge structures. Instead of just having a set of states that an agent considers possible from each state s, each world that the agent considers possible is assigned a probability (where the worlds that the agent does not consider possible are assigned probability 0). We remark that the Kripke structures for knowledge and probability of [3] are in fact a generalization of generalized probability structures (in that they allow many agents and include modal operators for knowledge).
We give semantics to probability formulas just as before, except that when evaluating the truth of a weight formula in the state s, we use the probability function PR(s). Thus, we get For reasoning about knowledge, we obtain different axioms by varying the conditions on the relation ~. We can obtain analogous axioms for reasoning about certainty by varying the condition on the support relation. Note that the support relation is always serial: there must be at least one state t such that PR(s)(t) > 0, since if we sum PR(s)(t) over all states t we get 1. We can impose other restrictions on the support relation, just as we did for the accessibility relation ..,U; we then get analogous classes of generalized probability structures xr, ,/~elt, and so on. Just as in the case of knowledge,-given a normal axiom system A, we can talk about the class of generalized probability structures .A/~A corresponding to A. THEOREM 5.2 If A is a normal axiom system that includes T or D, then A c is sound and complete with respect to .A/'A (for the language ~c).
Proof
Given a generalized probability structure N ~h/'A, observe that M N ~JAt A. By theorem 3.1, all the axioms of A are valid in M N and all the rules of inference of A preserve validity in M u. Thus, by theorem 5.1, all the axioms of A c are valid in N and all the rules of inference of A c preserve validity. For completeness, it suffices to show that if qp is a formula in 5 ac which is consistent with A c, then cp is satisfiable in some generalized probability structure in ,4/'A. If cp is consistent with A c, then cp K is consistent with A. By theorem 3.2, cp is satisfiable in a finite knowledge structure M = (S, ~r, JU) ~jgA. It is easy to construct a generalized probability structure N = ( S, 7r, PR) ~./V "A such that M N = M, simply by defining PR so that Supp N = ~U. (Of course, there are many definitions of PR that will do the trick. However, note that we are using the fact that either T or D is one of the axioms in A here, since we need J'f to be serial to ensure that there is some support relation Supp N with Supp N = Jt~.) By theorem 5.1, cp is satisfiable in N. [] This result shows that most of the standard logics of knowledge can be interpreted as logics of certainty. We remark that we could easily have derived theorem 4.1 as a corollary to theorem 5.2.
Extensions
As we mentioned above, we can easily extend our structures to allow for many agents. Suppose we have many agents, each with his own subjective probability function. In the case of probability structures, this would amount to considering structures of the form (S, ~r, pr 1 .... , pr,) , where pr i is agent i's probability function, while in the case of generalized probability structures, we would have structures of the form (S, ~r, PR 1 .... , PR,) , where PRi(s) is agent i's probability function in state s. We would then extend the language to allow formulas of the form Cert~(cp): agent i is certain that q0 holds. The analogous changes can be made in the case of knowledge structures too, and the axiom systems can be extended in the obvious way to allow reasoning about many agents (cf. [15] ). All our results then go through with essentially no change.
Gaifman's HOPs (higher-order probability structures) are equivalent to generalized probability structures with two agents, one of which is taken to be the agent doing the reasoning, and the other which is taken to be the expert. The agent's probability function is taken to be independent of the state (and so is like the probability function in our probability structures in section 2), while the expert may have a different probability function at each state. It is not quite clear why the expert has different probability functions in each state while the agent does not, but in any case Gaifman's model can be easily extended to allow the agent to have different probability functions at each state. Gaifman goes on to consider general HOPs, in which the expert's probability function can be time-dependent. We can easily deal with this in our framework by adding temporal operators, and a temporal accessibility relation.
Frisch and Haddawy [4] present a structure along the same lines as those of Gaifman, except that they actually allow the agent to have different probability functions at each state. However [9] they view their structure as only appropriate for giving semantics to formulas with depth of nesting at most two (and thus inappropriate for a formula of the form Cert (Cert(Cert(p) )). In order to deal with deeper nesting, they require a whole sequence of probability functions. This makes their approach for nested formulas quite different from ours and that of Gaifman.
Another way we can extend our structures is by dropping the assumptions that the set of possible worlds is countable and that the probability function is discrete. We briefly discuss how to do so here.
If we drop the assumption that the probability function is discrete, we have to explicitly describe with each probability function its domain, the set of sets to which the function assigns a probability. These sets are called the measurable sets. We then have to slightly redefine the semantics of Cert(~p) to take into account the possibility that the set S~ might not be measurable. If N is a probability structure, we define (N, s) ~ Cert(cp) if there is some measurable set A such that A c S,p and /~(A) = 1. This essentially amounts to considering the inner measure induced by/~ (see [3, 5] for more details). It is easy to check that this definition agrees with our old definition if S~ is measurable. We make similar modifications if N is a generalized probability structure. In this case, we also redefine the support relation so that (s, t)ESupp N iff t~ N (A:pR(s)(,4)=I)A. Again, this definition agrees with our old definition of support if all sets are measurable. We leave it to the reader to check that, with these modifications, all our proofs go through with essentially no change. These modifications also enable us to deal with the case that the set of possible worlds is uncountable. We leave details to the reader. Gaifman [7] and Frisch and Haddawy [4] are mainly interested in structures that embody Miller's principle [20, 26, 27] . In [26, 27] , a number of variants of Miller's principle are presented. The one of most interest to us here can be expressed where w 1 and w 2 can be viewed as the probability functions of two agents (we present possible interpretations for these agents below) and I is an interval, which for the purposes of this discussion we can take to be a closed interval [a, b] where a and b are rational endpoints with 0 ~< a ~< b ~< 1. Intuitively this says that the conditional probability of r with respect to w 1, given that the probability of cp with respect to w 2 lies in the interval [a, b], is [a, b].
Miller's principle
There are a number of possible interpretations of w 1 and w 2. One is to view w 1 as referring to rational degrees of befief of an agent and w 2 to refer to propensities or objective probabilities (see [12, 26, 27] for further discussion of these issues).
Another viewpoint is taken by Gaifman [7] , where, as we mentioned in the previous section, w a is taken to represent the expert and w 2 the agent about whom we are reasoning. A third possibility mentioned by Skyrms [26] is that we can identify w a and w 2 as degrees of belief of an agent who does not necessarily know his own mind. The motivation for Miller's principle depends in part on the interpretation placed on w 1 and w 2. For example, van Fraassen [29] gives an argument showing that a violation of Miller's principle makes possible a Dutch book against the agent: a system of bets (using odds in accordance with the agent's probabilities) in which the agent incurs a net loss in all circumstances.
Here w 2 is interpreted as giving the agent's probability of events at a certain future time, while w a is interpreted as giving the agent's current probability. Skyrms [26] argues that the third interpretation would hold of any agent who wants to maintain the consistency of his beliefs after conditionalization.
Since we have focused on a situation with one agent (and therefore, only one probability operator), we will consider the third interpretation here, since it is the only nontemporal interpretation that involves only one agent. This interpretation is easily captured within a generalized probability structure. We discuss some consequences of this interpretation now, and then relate our results to those of Gaifman and Frisch and Haddawy.
Since we assume that w 1 and w 2 in Miller's principle now represent the same probability function, we replace both by w. This still does not correspond to a formula in ~aP, since we do not allow conditional probabilities. 
where we take I to be the interval [a, b] and w(q0) ~ I to be an abbreviation of a ~< w(~) ~< b. This is (an abbreviation of) a formula in ~op 5)
Miller's principle (the axiom (*)) for the full language ~P is not sound with respect to any of the classes of structures we have considered so far. This is perhaps not surprising, since information about support is not sufficient to capture an axiom that talks about arbitrary probabilities, rather than just certainty. In [3] , probability structures satisfying a condition called uniformity are considered; these arise naturally in distributed systems applications. In the notation of this paper, a generalized probability structure N = (S, ~r, PR) is uniform if for all s, t ~ S, if (s, t)~ Suppu, then PR(s)= PR(t). As we now show, uniform structures do capture Miller's principle.
To make this precise, define a probability frame to be a pair F= (S, PR), where S is a set of states and PR(s) is a discrete probability function on S for 5j Note that our requirement that I be an interval with rational endpoints is necessary in order to make this a formula in ~O p. We also remark that rather than expressing the conditional probability as one term divided by another, we have cleared the denominator to avoid having to deal with the problems that arise when the denominator is 0. each s ~ S. Thus, a frame is a (generalized) probability structure without the truth assignment ~r. A probability structure (S', ~r', PR') is based on frame (S, PR) is S = S' and PR = PR'. Uniformity and all the conditions on support that we have considered can be viewed as conditions on frames, rather than conditions on structures, since they do not depend on the truth assignment at all.
Thus, for example, we can define a frame (S, PR) to be uniform if for all s, t ~ S, if (s, t) ~ SuppF, then PR(s) = PR(t). Note a frame F is uniform iff some probability structure based on F is uniform iff every probability structure based on F is uniform. We say a formula qp is valid in frame F, written F ~ % if N ~ cp for every probability structure N based on F. The following theorem, whose proof is given in the appendix, shows that Miller's principle characterizes uniform frames.
The following two conditions are equivalent: (1) F is a uniform frame.
(2) Every instance of Miller's principle (i.e., the axiom (*)) is valid in F 6)
We now want to show that when we restrict to reasoning about certainty, KD45 provides a complete axiomatization for uniform structures. Let j~/'unif be the class of uniform structures.
THEOREM 7.2
If q~ is a formula in ~c then ,A ret' ~ ~ iff JV "u"~f ~ %
Proof
We first show that the support relation in a uniform structure is Euclidean, serial, and transitive. Suppose that N = (S, 7r, PR) is a uniform structure. If 6) We remark that using frames to characterize axioms is a well-known technique in modal logic [8, 13] . Consider, for example, the axiom T for knowledge. Although we have noted that it is sound for reflexive knowledge structures (i.e., knowledge structures where the ~ relation is reflexive) and, together with P, K, RI, and R2 provides a complete axiomatization for such structures, it is not hard to construct a non-reflexive structure where every instance of T is valid (see [15] ). On the other hand, T does characterize reflexive knowledge frames (where a knowledge frame is just a pair (S, J{'), and a reflexive knowledge frame is a knowledge frame where the relation )U is reflexive), in that every instance of T is valid in a knowledge frame F iff F is reflexive. Similar remarks hold for all the other axioms we considered for knowledge. However, although Miller's principle does characterize uniform frames, it is not the case that Miller's principle together with the other axioms of probability discussed in [3, 5] provides a complete axiomatization for the language &o~" with respect to uniform frames. For example, the formula Thus PR(t)(u)> 0, so (t, u)~ Supp N. It follows that Supp N is Euclidean. A similar straightforward argument shows that Supp u is transitive. We have already observed that every support relation in a probability structure is serial. Thus Supp u is Euclidean, serial, and transitive, i.e., N ~,A/'el~. Since o#'"n~IcJV "et~ it follows that jj/'elt ~ ~9 implies ~V'~n~f~ % For the converse, it suffices to show that if cp is satisfiable in some structure in JV 'ett, then it is satisfiable in some structure in ~/-u,i/. So suppose that cp is satisfiable in some structure in ~/'elt. By theorem 5.2, it is consistent with KD45. By theorem 4.1, it is satisfiable in some structure in ~0-(Given a generalized probability structure N ~ jjpelt satisfying % it is not hard to give an explicit construction of a probability structure N' ~ ~ satisfying r theorem 4. Thus KD45 c is a sound and complete axiomatization for the class of structures characterized by Miller's principle, given our interpretation of Miller's principle with w 1 and w 2 identified. Combining corollary 7.3 with theorem 3.3, we get COROLLARY 7.4 If q0 is a formula in &or then ep is provable in $5 iff ~runi/~ Cert(~pc).
As we mentioned above, Gaifman does not identify w a and w2; rather, he associates w I with the expert's probabilities and w 2 with the agent's probabilities. In addition, Gaifman actually considers a stronger form of Miller's principle, namely
where ~k is a conjunction of formulas of the form WE( ~' ~ I') 7). He shows that structures satisfying this stronger principle can be characterized in a way rather similar to theorem 7.1. We provide a few of the details here. Suppose we are given a generalized probability structure N = (S, 7r, PR1, PR2) for two agents. Recall that Gaifman assumes that the agent's probability ass!gnment PR 2 is independent of the state, thus there is a fixed probability function pr such that PRz(s ) =pr for all states s ~ S. Given a state s ~ S, let C(s) be the equivalence class of states in S consisting of all states s' such that PRI(S' ) = PRI(s ). Thus, 7) It is not hard to extend our proof that Miller's principle is sound in uniform structures to show that if we identify w a and WE, then this stronger principle is sound in uniform structures as well. As mentioned in the previous section, in [4] , where they only discuss probability formulas of depth 2, Frisch and Haddawy do not assume that PR 2 is the same for all agents. Since they also want to consider structures where Miller's principle holds (they do not consider the stronger version of Miller's principle), they assume that the equivalence class constraint holds for every probability function PR2(s), i.e., they assume that PRz(s)(ggood)= I for all states s. However, in order to deal with more deeply nested formulas, Frisch and Haddawy plan to have a sequence of probability functions. Thus, in their structures they will have functions PR1, PR2, PR3,..., where PRi(s ) gives a probability function at each state s. They do not provide interpretations for these probability functions, but they want to consider structures where Miller's principle holds between all consecutive pairs of probability functions given by PR i and PRi+ a. Thus, they plan to assume that the equivalence class constraint holds between consecutive pairs of probability functions. Miller's principle is easily seen to be sound in structures satisfying this constraint. Rather than having a different modal operator for each of these probability assignments, they only have one modal operator Cert. They use the PRi's to give semantics to more deeply nested occurrences of Cert. More formally (using our notation), in order to interpret an occurrence of the modal operator Cert appearing at depth i at state s, they use the probability function Probi(s), where Probl(s ) = PRI(S ) and for i > 1, we define Probi(s ) as the mean value of PRi(s' ) over all states s', where the weighting is done with respect to Prob~_ 1. Thus, if S' is a subset of S, then Prob~(s)(S') is F~s,~sPR~(s)(s' ) 9 Prob~_l(s')(S ) [9] . They show that under this interpretation for Cert, the axioms of KD4 c are sound, but not necessarily complete.
Conclusions
We have examined the relationship between knowledge, belief, and probability. We showed that, just as we can capture different properties of knowledge by placing appropriate conditions on the accessibility relationship, we can capture properties of certainty by placing conditions on the support. In particular, if we assume one fixed probability function, we showed that KD45 provides a complete axiomatization. Moreover, the set of worlds where an agent has false beliefs has probability 0. Interestingly, KD45 also provides a complete axiomatization with respect to structures satisfying Miller's principle.
Many researchers have rejected $5 as an appropriate axiomatization for an agent's beliefs since they want to allow an agent to have false beliefs. Instead, they consider KD45, which allows false beliefs. Our results suggest that there is a reasonable interpretation for belief that is characterized by the KD45 axioms, but still makes rather strong assumptions about the correctness of an agent's beliefs.
These results show how the tools of modal logic can be brought to bear on reasoning about probability. We believe that further work along these lines should yield further insights into probability, belief, and knowledge.
aw(w(~) ~ I) <~ w(op /x (w(ep) ~ I)) <~ bw(w(cp) ~ I), (*)
where I = [a, b] is an interval with rational endpoints, is sound in all uniform structures.
Suppose N = (S, 7r, PR) ~JV ""n~/ and let s ~ S. We consider two cases. 
Inequality. (*) now follows from (1) and (3).
If (N, s) ~: w(9)) ~ I, similar arguments to those used above show (U, s)~w(w(ep)~I)=O.
(N, s)~w(tpA(w(cp)~I))=0.
Inequality ( 9 ) again follows. Thus, if ~k is any instance of (*) and F is a uniform frame, then we get F ~ +. Now suppose that F# + for every instance + of (*), where F= (S, PR). We want to show that F is a uniform frame. Thus we must show if (s, t) ~ Supp F then PR(S)= PR(t).
We first show if (s, t) ~ Supp F, then (s, u) q~ Supp F implies (t, u) q~ Supp F. In order to show that a = c, note that it follows from what we have shown that if J is any interval containing a, then PR(s) (Sw(1,) ~j)= 1 (since every state in the support of s gives probability a to u). Suppose that c 4: a. Let J = [d, e] be an interval with rational endpoints containing a but not c. By Miller's principle, using the fact that PR(s)(Sw(p)ej ) = 1, we get that d <~ PR(s)(Sp ^ (w(p)ej)) ~ e. However, since pA(w(p)~J) is true only at u, we get c=PR(s)(u)= PR(s) (Se^ (w(e)~s) ). Since c was assumed not to be in the interval [d, e], we get the desired contradiction.
